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Abstract— To enable compliant training modes with a reha-
bilitation robot, an important prerequisite is that any undesired
human-robot interaction forces caused by robot dynamics must
be avoided, either by an appropriate mechanical design or
by compensating control strategies. Our recently proposed
control scheme of “Generalized Elasticities” employs potential
fields to compensate for robot dynamics, including inertia,
beyond what can be done using closed-loop force control. In
this paper, we give a simple mechanical equivalent using the
example of the gait rehabilitation robot Lokomat. The robot
consists of an exoskeleton that is attached to a frame around
the patient’s pelvis. This frame is suspended by a spring-
loaded parallelogram structure. The mechanism allows vertical
displacement while providing almost constant robot gravity
compensation. However, inertia of the device when the patient’s
pelvis moves up and down remains a source of large interaction
forces, which are reflected in increased ground reaction forces.
Here, we investigate an alternative suspension: To hide not only
gravity, but also robot inertia during vertical pelvis motion, we
suspend the robot frame by a stiff linear spring that allows the
robot to oscillate vertically at an eigenfrequency close to the
natural gait frequency. This mechanism reduces human-robot
interaction forces, which is demonstrated in pilot experimental
results.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent multicenter controlled trials showed that subacute

and chronic stroke patients still profit more from conven-

tional manual therapy than from robotic gait training, at

least when the robot imposes movements via position control

along a fixed reference trajectory [1], [2]. New results on

motor learning and neural plasticity can help explain this

by the fact that position control does not allow the human

to influence the gait pattern and to make errors, which

is necessary for learning and the formation of an internal

task representation [3], [4]. Furthermore, the robot does not

require active participation of the patient, which is a key

element for recovery [5]–[8]. These results encourage so-

called patient-cooperative control of rehabilitation robots,

which allows the human to actively influence the gait pattern

and to make errors.

To achieve this, any undesired interaction forces between

robot and human (due to inherent robot dynamics) should

be minimized, meaning that the robot must be transparent.

Forces that need to be overcome when moving a robot are

inertia, gravity, Coriolis and centrifugal forces, and friction.

A lightweight construction and/or compliant actuation [9],

[10] reduce these forces, but this reduction is limited, espe-

cially when the robot is a versatile device that also needs

to stiffly guide severely affected patients. Besides hardware

design, there are also control strategies available to reduce

apparent robot dynamics. However, these strategies cannot

fully compensate the robot, where the main problem is

generally to hide inertia. The most prominent strategy to

reduce inertia is force feedback, realized via admittance

or impedance control concepts [11], [12]. However, due

to stability limits, the user will always feel some residual

apparent inertia [13].

In gait rehabilitation robots like the Lokomat [14], [15],

robot inertia is highly relevant: Human gait is a very dy-

namic, even ballistic motion, such that the robot’s inertia

causes high undesired interaction forces acting on the hu-

man’s legs. The common strategy in robot control would

be to tolerate this remaining inertia and to compensate “at

least” the other force components, especially robot gravity.

However, we have shown that gravity compensation of the

robot is not always an effective means to reduce interaction

forces [16]. On the contrary, gravity compensation of leg

exoskeletons during gait is even counterproductive, and it

increases interaction forces. This can be explained by the

natural dynamics of the exoskeleton legs, which resemble

those of a pendulum during the swing phase: They swing

easily with gravity helping to accelerate and decelerate

the inert mass. As robot and human leg are mechanically

similar, they swing almost in parallel to each other, and

only little interaction forces are exchanged between them.

Without gravity acting on the exoskeleton leg, accelerating

and decelerating forces have to be exerted on the robot by the

human to overcome the exoskeleton’s inertia, which severely

increases interaction forces between human and robot. In-

spired by this observation that the earth’s gravitational field

partially compensates robot inertia during gait, we have

recently proposed the concept of Generalized Elasticities

as a generic tool to hide robot dynamics using potential

fields [16]. Given a particular robot and an estimate of the

type of motion a human operator will perform (like walking

in a gait rehabilitation robot), the optimal potential field

manipulates robot dynamics in such a way that the resulting

interaction forces between robot and operator are minimized.

A similar effect as in the exoskeleton legs can be observed

for the vertical frame motion of stationary gait rehabilitation

robots like the Lokomat or the LOPES, which are attached

to the patient’s pelvis. The conventional procedure is to

compensate gravity of the frame and the attached exoskele-
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ton legs. In the LOPES gait rehabilitation robot, a spring-

loaded parallelogram mechanism provides a constant gravity-

counteracting force [17], and in the Lokomat, a pre-loaded

compliant spring has a very similar effect. The drawback

of this type of attachment is that inertial forces are not

compensated for, and vertical displacement of the patient’s

center of mass leads to considerable interaction forces with

the robot. In the Lokomat, a mechanism to overcome these

inertial forces has been investigated several years ago, where

the originally passive vertical DoF was equipped with an

actuator [18]. This actuator allowed to move the frame up and

down synchronously with the exoskeleton legs. However, this

only worked when patients were rigidly guided by the device,

as the trajectory had to be known in advance. Furthermore,

any actuator further increases system inertia and complexity.

For this problem, the concept of Generalized Elasticities

can be translated to a simple solution in the hardware

domain: When a spring of appropriate stiffness supports

the robot frame, the vertical motion that the user performs

becomes the “eigenmotion” of the robot. This means that the

robot requires only very low forces from the human in order

to “oscillate” up and down in the frequency of gait, parallel

to the human. This oscillation is highly compliant, meaning

that it is not intended to guide, support, or even force the

human onto an expected trajectory. The robot only optimally

compensates its own dynamics on this trajectory. Deviations

from the eigenmotion of the robot should not lead to a large

increase in interaction forces; the compensation might only

not be optimal anymore (for example in case of a deviating

step frequency). This very simple idea is investigated in this

paper in terms of robustness to variations in the shape of the

pelvis motion and/or the step frequency.

Preliminary results with healthy subjects walking in the

Lokomat gait rehabilitation robot are presented.

II. DYNAMICS SHAPING VERSUS GRAVITY

CANCELLATION

A. Optimal Robot Suspension Design

In order to relieve patients undergoing gait rehabilitation

from the robot’s weight without constraining vertical pelvis

motion, there is commonly a support mechanism that cancels

robot gravity by a constant (or almost constant) vertical force

(Fig. 1, left). Alternative to this conventional concept, we

investigate a spring suspension, aiming to compensate both

for gravity and inertia of the robot (Fig. 1, right).

For a gravity-canceling mechanism (case 1), the support

force is constant:

Fsupport,const = mrobg, (1)

with mrob being the robot mass that moves vertically. In

the investigated spring suspension (case 2), the force is

proportional to vertical displacement, where the spring offset

is chosen such that it cancels gravity:

Fsupport,spring = mrobg − csz. (2)

The spring stiffness is now tuned so that the resulting

eigenfrequency of the robot approaches the frequency ω0 of

treadmill

robot

frame

case 2:

spring that brings

robot eigenfrequency 

close to step frequency

exo-

skeleton

legs

treadmill

robot

frame

case 1:

constant force
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z z
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mrobgmrobg

Fig. 1. Suspension cases: The commonly employed constant-force support
cancels robot gravity. In contrast, the spring support gives the robot an
eigenmotion close to human pelvis motion during gait, in order to hide
both robot gravity and inertia.

vertical pelvis displacement in human gait. To achieve this,

the spring stiffness cs should be

cs = mrobω
2
0 . (3)

The interaction forces Fint between robot and human that

are needed to move the entire robot up and down are in both

cases:

Fint = mrob(g + z̈)− Fsupport. (4)

For a constant gravity-canceling support, this interaction

force is

Fint,const = mrobz̈, (5)

i.e. equal to the entire inertial force caused by the robot. For

the investigated spring suspension, the force is

Fint,spring = mrob(z̈ + ω2
0z). (6)

In case of sinusoidal motion with the frequency according

to (3), z̈ cancels ω2
0z, so interaction forces would be zero,

regardless of the motion amplitude.

B. Sensitivity to Imperfect Choice of Spring Characteristics

For now, only the case of sinusoidal pelvis motion with

matching frequency has been investigated. For a practical

application, it is important to know how robustly the com-

pensation is achieved for pelvis motion that deviates from the

sinusoidal assumption and that also exhibits a frequency that

differs from the robot’s eigenfrequency in vertical direction.

These two aspects will now be analyzed more closely.

1) Deviating step frequency: In case the human walks

with an angular frequency ω̃0 deviating from the chosen

eigenfrequency ω0 of the robot, the acceleration is

z̈ = −ω̃2
0z, (7)

such that the interaction force of (6) is:

Fint = mrobz(ω
2
0 − ω̃2

0). (8)

Compared to the constant-force support, where the inter-

action force is −mrobzω̃
2
0, the resulting force magnitude
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is considerably lower even for large deviations from the

expected frequency. Only for robot eigenfrequencies that

exceed the gait frequency by a factor of
√
2 (meaning

in return that the stiffness of the spring has been chosen

erroneously to be more than double the required value),

interaction forces could increase. That means that as long

as the spring stiffness is larger than zero and smaller than

twice the optimal stiffness, any spring support is better than

the constant-force suspension. Therefore, the support is very

robust to changes in step frequency.

2) Not sinusoidal pelvis motion: In case of not sinusoidal

motion, there are higher harmonics in the pelvis translation

profile, such that the displacement z can be expressed as:

z =

n∑

k=1

aksin(kω0t− ϕk). (9)

With the acceleration

z̈ = −ω2
0

n∑

k=1

k2aksin(kω0t− ϕk), (10)

the interaction force of (6) is

Fint = mrobω
2
0

n∑

k=1

[(1 − k2)aksin(kω0t− ϕk)]. (11)

As |1 − k2| < k2 ∀ k ≥ 1, the amplitude of each harmonic

gets reduced, although not very efficiently for the higher

harmonics. To further improve behavior for a strongly non-

sinusoidal signal, a nonlinear spring would be even better.

Nevertheless, the linear spring is still superior to the constant-

force suspension, as it reduces at least the first harmonics

(which generally have the highest amplitudes) as opposed to

none.

C. Experimental Design

Practical experiments with healthy subjects were con-

ducted with the Lokomat gait rehabilitation robot, which

has a kinematic structure as depicted in Fig. 1. Normally,

the robot’s weight is compensated by a heavily pre-loaded

support spring attached within the parallelogram structure.

This spring is subjected only to small deformations, which

leads to a very small reflected stiffness with respect to

vertical frame motion. Thus, the mechanism provides an

almost constant support force to cancel robot gravity, as in

the theoretical case 1 in Fig. 1.

To allow comparable experimental conditions, the original

spring within the parallelogram was unfastened, and the

two support cases were emulated using the Lokolift weight

support system [19]. Normally used to partially compensate

a patient’s body weight, the Lokolift was now attached to

the robot directly (the subjects wore no harness), so that the

robot was suspended by the Lokolift. The Lokolift disposes

of a force sensor to measure rope tension, and this sensor

was used for force control. A potentiometer was integrated

in the robot’s parallelogram mechanism to measure vertical

displacement z.

Two different control conditions were implemented ac-

cording to the two investigated cases: In condition 1, the

support force Fsupport was set constant, so that the Lokolift

emulated gravity cancellation, rendering the force as in (1).

In condition 2, the support force was set to imitate a direct

spring suspension, i.e. proportional to vertical displacement

as in (2). The offset of this vertical spring was chosen

identical to the constant force in the previous condition.

The spring stiffness was tuned so that the resulting eigen-

frequency of the robot approached the frequency of vertical

pelvis displacement in human gait of approximately 1.5 Hz.

As shown in the last section, exact matching is not necessary.

The stiffness was chosen before the experiments, and it

was not adjusted to the individual subjects nor to treadmill

speed. The exoskeleton legs were always controlled to zero

interaction torques with the subject, using the concept of

Generalized Elasticities, as described in [16].

Three healthy subjects (S1: f, 64 kg, S2: m, 89 kg, S3: f,

54 kg) took part in the study. Each subject walked once on the

treadmill without the robot, once with the robot and constant

suspension force, and once with the robot and the emulated

spring suspension. Conditions in the robot were randomized

and lasted approximately two minutes each. Two treadmill

speeds were tested, 2 and 3 km/h. During these experiments,

the net vertical ground reaction force was recorded from

force plates in the treadmill.

The net ground reaction force FGR reflect weight of the

human (mhumg), weight of the robot, and inertial forces, as

far as these forces are not compensated by the support force:

FGR = (mhum +mrob)(g + z̈)− Fsupport. (12)

This ground reaction force can be decomposed into a part

FGR,free that would, for the same motion, also be present

on the treadmill without the robot, and the interaction force

Fint with the robot:

FGR = mhum(g + z̈) + Fint = FGR,free + Fint. (13)

If the robot was fully transparent, ground reaction forces

should be identical to free gait on the treadmill.

The amount of variation in ground reaction forces reflects

the dynamic forces caused by inertia, both of the subject

and of the robot. Therefore, the standard deviation of ground

reaction forces in comparison to free gait on the treadmill is

chosen as a measure of uncompensated robot inertia. In order

to remove transient effects, only the data recorded within the

last 30 steps of each condition were used for analysis.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In direct comparison with constant gravity compensation

(condition 1), the spring suspension showed to be more effec-

tive in terms of transparency for healthy subjects walking in

the robot. The effect increases with gait speed, and it seems

to be more pronounced for lighter subjects.

This is of course based on data of only three pilot subjects,

and human adaptation over the course of the experiment

has not been analyzed. Further investigations will have to

address the question whether reduced interaction forces also
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Fig. 2. Standard deviations of ground reaction forces of three healthy
subjects walking freely on the treadmill (free), with the robot and constant-
force robot suspension (const), and with the robot and spring suspension
(spring).

lead to a reduction of undesired adaptation to the robot:

In order to reduce inertial forces when walking with the

constant-force robot support, subjects might reduce their

movement amplitude or their cadence compared to free gait,

and this undesired effect may be alleviated with the spring

compensation. We had observed a similar behavior for the

exoskeleton legs [16]. In this context, we will also look at

whether subjects tend to synchronize their cadence with the

robot’s eigenfrequency.

For a practical realization, the spring support does not

need to be overhead; the same behavior can e.g. for the

Lokomat be achieved by exchanging the current spring in

the parallelogram mechanism, simply increasing the reflected

stiffness.

IV. CONCLUSION

The results show that optimizing passive behavior of a

rehabilitation robot can be effective to enhance transparency,

and this procedure is superior to pure gravity cancellation.

Preliminary results with the Lokomat indicate that robot

inertia and gravity can be hidden simultaneously by very

simple mechanical design considerations. Eventually, less

undesired interaction forces allow more compliant training

modes with active patient participation, potentially improv-

ing rehabilitation outcome.
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